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We wear many hats, but at the core our passion is unique materials and 
designs that inspire. Recovering wood from idle structures across the 
country, our corps of exceptionally skilled craftspeople transforms these 
salvaged materials into surfaces that have a new story to tell as they 
dovetail historical spirit with innovative design. 
 
Our team creates flooring, wall paneling, furniture, doors, millwork, 
and other architectural components for residential, commercial, and 
hospitality venues. We pride ourselves on exceptional design and 
fabrication that create unique surfaces.

Founded on generations of builders, we bring together craft and modern 
design, while staying committed to the conservation and responsible 
stewardship of our limited natural resources.

Responsibly sourced.  Repurposed.  Sustainable.

We take sustainability seriously. Using our materials and finishes can contribute to your LEED 
certification. Please inquire for more information about ratings for individual products.

USGBC® and the related logo are trademarks owned by the U.S. Green Building Council and are used with permission.
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We source materials from vintage agricultural buildings and industrial 
complexes all over the Eastern United States. Most of these historic 
structures face imminent destruction and many are destined for a 
landfill. Reclaiming & repurposing the materials we salvage is our way of 
preserving a bit of our national heritage while curtailing deforestation in the 
world.

Our conservation efforts enable us to offer a superior material than what 
one can find at a traditional lumber yard. The trees used in building these 
structures came from towering native old- growth forests, which grew 
slowly, dense and straight, creating stronger and more stable wood than 
modern day forestry can produce.
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Our reclaimed wall paneling is a unique way to accent a space. We strive to find the perfect 
balance between paying homage to our sources while creating versatile products that fit 
seamlessly into modern installations.

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 

Widths 3 1/2” - 6 1/2”
Lengths 2’ - 12’ 
Thickness 3/8” - 3/4”

Custom sizes available upon request.
Widths up to 6 1/2” with standard lead times.
Wider widths available for extended lead times.
Upcharge may apply to specified widths, specified lengths, and wider widths. 
Toasted Pine, Volcanic Pine, and Reclaimed Grey Barn Boord paneling are 3/4” standard.

Reclaimed Brown Board, Oil Finish
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RECLAIMED OAK 
Original Surface, Water Clear Finish

RECLAIMED GREY BARN BOARD 
Original Surface, Unfinished

RECLAIMED BROWN BOARD 
Original Surface, Water Clear Finish

VOLCANIC PINE 
Water Clear Finish

RAKE BOARD 
Original Surface, Unfinished

TOASTED PINE 
Water Clear Finish
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RECLAIMED HARDWOOD FLOORS 

Our wide plank and random width floors showcase unique character in 
every board. Custom finishes emphasize the beauty of our materials while 
creating a durable surface. Our standard offerings include reclaimed 
oak, chestnut, and heart pine as well as sustainable new growth walnut 
and cherry. We can source other species of reclaimed and sustainable 
lumber upon request. Please inquire for availability of our unique lots.

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 

Widths 3” - 7” 
Wide Plank Custom 7”+
Lengths Random 2’ - 10’ 
Thickness 5/8” or 3/4”

Custom sizes available upon request. Widths up to 7” with 
standard lead times. Wider widths available for extended 
lead times. Upcharge may apply to specified widths and 
wider widths. Prefinishing available with extended lead 
times. We can suggest installers for on-site finishing or 
work with your contractor.

Manchester Finish on Hit & Miss Oak



SHOCKOE 
Reclaimed Wide Plank Oak 
Smooth, Oil Finish

PIEDMONT 
Reclaimed Oak 
Smooth, Oil Finish

SALTAIRE 
Reclaimed Oak
Smooth, Oil Finish

RECLAIMED WHITE OAK 
Smooth, Tung Oil Finish

MAYMONT 
Reclaimed Oak 
Smooth, Oil Wax Finish

RIFT & QUARTER WHITE OAK 
New Growth 
Smooth, Water Clear Finish



MANCHESTER 
Reclaimed Oak 
Hit & Miss, Oil Finish

HATTERAS 
Reclaimed Oak 
Hit & Miss, OIl Finish

RECLAIMED OAK 
Hit & Miss, Oil Wax Finish 

BOTETOURT 
Reclaimed Wide Plank Oak 
Hit & Miss, Oil Wax Finish

RECLAIMED WIDE PLANK OAK 
Original Surface, Oil Wax Finish

CARNEGIE 
Reclaimed Oak
Smooth, Oil Finish



ROANOKE 
Reclaimed Heart Pine 
Original Surface, Tung Oil Finish

RECLAIMED HEART PINE 
Select Grade 
Smooth Tung Oil Finish

RECLAIMED HEART PINE 
Cabin Grade 
Smooth, Tung Oil Finish

RECLAIMED HEART PINE 
Vertical Grain Grade
Smooth, Tung Oil Finish

TRIBECA 
Character Walnut 
Smooth, Water Clear Finish

CHARACTER WALNUT 
Smooth, Tung Oil Finish



RECLAIMED CHESTNUT 
Smooth, Tung Oil Finish

RECLAIMED CHESTNUT 
Smooth, Oil Wax Finish 

PIEDMONT 
Reclaimed Chestnut 
Smooth, Oil Finish

RECLAIMED SINKER CYPRESS 
Smooth, Tung Oil Finish

WORMY MAPLE 
Smooth, Oil Wax Finish

CHARACTER CHERRY
Smooth, Tung Oil Finish
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We offer a variety of peripheral elements to compliment flooring 
packages. Additions to flooring projects include transitions, trim, base 
board, casing and shoe moulding.

Our custom staircase components are treads, risers, landings, railings, 
newel posts, balustrades, and nosing.
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HANDCRAFTED FURNITURE

Exceptional craftsmanship informs every object we build. We 
specialize in countertop, table, bench, and shelving construction, 
however our scope is unlimited.

Our furniture is made exclusively from authentic materials. In addition 
to working with reclaimed materials we offer custom metal fabrication 
upon request.

With uncompromising attention to each detail, we are committed to 
innovative design and material sustainability.
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CUSTOM DOORS
Entrances set the tone for a space. They are both the first and last 
feature encountered when we interact with architecture.  It’s not 
surprising that greater attention is being devoted to their aesthetic 
appeal. We design and build a diverse range of door styles from 
classic rustic barn doors to minimal modern loft entrances. We 
offer a highly custom product with an extensive selection of pattern, 
species, and finish.

Hardware selection plays a huge role in the form and function of a 
door. We offer, but are not limited to hinged, pivot, sliding track, barn, 
bi-fold, and bypass door mounts.
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Add to the narrative of a project by incorporating our beams, 
decorative joists, and mantels. Our reserve includes heart pine, 
oak, and chestnut timbers. We can source other species upon 
request. Most species are available in hand hewn, rough sawn, 
and milled surface.

All beams and mantels can be box crafted to reduce weight 
without compromising appearance.

Corbels, knee braces, and other decorative and functional 
supports are available upon request.
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FACTORY & SHOWROOM

1504 Belleville Street 
Richmond, VA 23230 

804 918 2467

contact@surface-supply.com 
www. surface-supply.com

FOLLOW US
Facebook - facebook.com/surfacesupply/ 
Instagram - @surfacearchitecturalsupply 
Pinterest - pinterest.com/SurfaceSupply/ 
Houzz - houzz.com/pro/surfacearchitecturalsupply



www.surface-supply.com   |   1504 Belleville St. Richmond, VA 23230   |   804 918 2467


